White rodgers fan center relay wiring diagram

InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers,
products, or services discussed at this website. Our page top sketch, courtesy of Honeywell
Controls, illustrates the wiring diagram for a traditional Honeywell T87F thermostat used for
2-wire single pole single throw control of heating only in a typical gas-fired heating system.
Locate the room thermostat at about chest height on an interior wall, in a location where the
thermostat won't be affected by drafts or other unusual temperature conditions. As Carson
Dunlop Associates ' sketch left explains, there are a number of places where you should not
locate the room thermostat. It's important to mount mercury-bulb thermostats as level as
possible since otherwise you're putting the thermostat out of accurate temperature calibration.
That's because the coiled bimetallic spring has to move that mercury bulb to a tipped position
to turn the heating or air conditioning system on or off in response to room temperature. When
we found a thermostat that did not heat a room accurately to the called-for temperature, we'd
take a look to see if it was installed out of level before looking further. Because the "set" range
on these thermostats may have had a lower-end of 55 deg. Newer thermostats that rely on other
sensor and switch designs do not have this sensitivity to being out of level and some such as
the 3M thermostat note in their installation instructions that the thermostat does not have to be
level. Here is a copy of. Thermostat wire used for heating and cooling systems is usually 18
gauge solid copper conductor, unshielded cable. Some installers may use 20 AWG copper
thermostat wire. A quick scan of heating and cooling thermostats in the catalogs of HVAC
suppliers such as Grainger can quickly become overwhelming as there are literally hundreds of
thermostat models and quite a few different types and applications. If you are replacing a
heating or cooling room thermostat or "wall thermostat" a shortcut is to examine what is
already installed. Here we describe further details that can help you choose a replacement
thermostat that will accomodate the wires used to control you rair conditioning, heat pump, or
heating system. Above: A Nest Learning Thermostat. Pay particular attention to the following to
help sort out what you've got or what type of thermostat you need:. Wiring connections for a
room thermostat such as the Honeywell volt T87F, the Honeywell series 10 out of production ,
or Penn "Rimset" low-voltage wall thermostat models are pretty simple as are the wiring
instructions for White Rogers, Mercoid, General Controls, and similar thermostats. Our photo
shows the backing plate that is mounted first when installing a round Honeywell Series 20 type
room thermostat. Notice that the plate shows a "level" line. We left off the actual wires so that
you could see the "R" and "W" by the two screw terminals at the lower left 7 and 8 o'clock
positions on the thermostat backing plate. The electrician or HVAC installer may have run a
multi-wire set of low voltage wires through the walls of the building between the low voltage
transformer and the thermostat etc , but in this simple installation the other wires at the
thermostat are not being used. In a two-wire installation, the thermostat backing plate is
mounted level on an interior wall in the room which we want to be the master temperature
control for the area served by the heating or in a cooling-only climate, the cooling system.
Typically the white wire is taking power from the thermostat to the operating control circuit
board in the heater or air conditioner. Typically the red wire is originating at the heating low
voltage transformer and brings power to the thermostat. At the low voltage transformer you will
see two wires labeled "C" for common and "R" for red. We discuss wiring the low voltage
transformer itself. Summarizing, a typical 2-wire room thermostat where just three thermstat
wires are all in use, the connections are as follows:. Always follow wires to the controlled
device to confirm where they are connected and thus their function. Watch Out do not short any
wires together. Don't forget to turn off all electrical power involved with your heating system
before working on thermostat wiring, and confirm that power is off where you are working by
using an appropriate test instrument such as a VOM. Failure to respect this advice risks
equipment damage, and in some cases electrical shock or even a building fire. At left the
thermostat wiring diagram illustrates use of a Honeywell T87F thermostat in a 2-wire application
controlling a gas fired heating appliance. In the Honeywell T87F thermostat series the single
pole double throw switch makes closes one set of contacts when the temperature falls - to turn
on the heating appliance. In thermostats that also control a cooling system, a second set of
contacts will make or close on temperature rise. This second set of contacts may also be used
to operate other controls or valves in some heating systems. For completeness in
understanding where the red and white thermostat wires originate and end up, at below left we
illustrate the red and white thermostat wires originating at the low voltage transformer, and at
below right we illustrate a typical thermostat wiring connection in an R Aquastat primary
controller of a heating boiler, using the T and T terminals. Three-wire thermostat wiring
instructions , also called "series 20 installations" we have three wires rather than two to
connect. Then the thermostat body is screwed in place. The screws that secure a round
Honeywell traditional wall thermostat to its backing plate will also connect it properly to the

wiring. On other, in fact most contemporary room or wall thermostats it may be necessary to
plug in a connector between the thermostat and its mounting plate. On a typical 3-wire room
thermostat where just three thermstat wires are all in use, the connections are as follows:. On a
typical 5-wire room thermostat where five wires are all in use, the connections are as follows:.
At left you can see the 11 possible thermostat wire connectors on the 3M FIltrete thermostat. In
this installation only two wires, R and W, have been connected. Again, you will have to check to
see how the installer has ran the wires from the thermostat. On a typical 6-wire room thermostat
where eight wires are all in use, the connections are as follows:. If your thermostat is controlling
only a heating system or only an air conditioning system, you will only have a red wire, and a
white wire coming form the inside unit, to the outside unit. On an air conditioner these two wires
will go on the contactor to send 24 volts to the coil to pull the contactor in to start the air
conditioner. On a heating system these two wires will go to two thermostat connections on the
primary controller such as an aquastat or air handler control that turns on the heating unit.
Depending on the type of heating system, the thermostat, acting simply as an "on-off" switch
will. These are the traditional wiring schematics, again, check the thermostat to see if this is the
case with yours. On a typical 8-wire room thermostat where eight wires are all in use, the
connections are as follows:. Watch Out : do not short any wires together. As we have warned
before, don't forget to turn off all electrical power involved with your heating system before
working on thermostat wiring, and confirm that power is off where you are working by using an
appropriate test instrument such as a VOM. This article series answers most questions about
central heating system troubleshooting, inspection, diagnosis, and repairs. We describe how to
inspect, troubleshoot and repair heating and air conditioning systems to inform home owners,
buyers, and home inspectors of common heating system defects. Gary There might be a
thermostat that will switch on backup heat but not that I've found. All of that time the call for
heat was originating at the same basic wall thermostat. Is there a WiFi thermostat that has
emergency backup heat? I have a gas pack and want to use the heat pump feature for my heat
but if I want gas heat on colder days I can set it to that. All I see are cold and heat, I have a Sensi
now and the heat is gas. Would like to set it to heat pump. I have a trane and replaced the trane
thermostat with the Sensi. On Thanks, I read through that but the Orange and Blue Wires were
not used and there is no C on the therm wiring lug. How would I check the Black wire function?
What other lug could the black wire go to? The black wire is attached to C or common and is a
24VAC power source. Check to see what your Black is doing. I replaced as they were in the old
therm but no work. Do I have it wrong? I have a replacement part for a Kenmore wall Air
conditioner. The original part had a three wire connection and the replacement has a two wire
connection. Original part is 2HB. Replacement is 2HL. For kenmore Model number Can anyone
tell me how to connect the new part? Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post a
question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Note:
appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image, web
link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear after it
has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Search the
InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Meenan provides heating, heat
pump, and air conditioning repair services in Maryland, Washington D. Box 10 Royal Orchard
Blvd. The book provides comprehensive coverage of wiring and technical specifications, and
now includes increased coverage of combination boilers, recently developed control features
and SEDBUK Seasonal Efficiency of Domestic Boilers in the UK boilers ratings, where known. In
addition to providing concise details of nearly different boilers fuelled by electric, gas, oil and
solid fuel, and over programmers and time switches, this invaluable resource also features
numerous easy-to-understand wiring diagrams with notes on all definitive systems. Brief
component descriptions are provided, along with updated contact and website details for most
major manufacturers. Enjoy the convenience of programming a thermostat from any location,
using a simple graphical interface. No computer equipment or software is required. National
Fuel Gas Code Z Catalog XHO Reprinted Instructional Technologies Institute, Inc. Brumbaugh,
ISBN v. Macmillan Publishing Co. Excellent tips on spotting problems on oil-fired heating
equipment. Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home
inspection education and report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to
help building owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets
are included at the back of the volume. Check to make sure the limit and rollouts are all closed.
You will need a volt meter to test. We sell a good volt meter on the following page: Please click
here for a real good meter and testing instrument. Check to make sure your air conditioning fan
relay or control board fan relay is not stuck or welded in the on position. We sell Fan Center
Relays on the following page: Please click here for fan center relays. Many of the new furnaces
have the control board control the fan off and on timing. If you would like for us to see what

control board your furnace or air handler uses please email anytime at: support arnoldservice.
Please make sure you are not getting 24 to 28 volts AC between the G green and C common
wires on your control board. You might need a new fan limit control. On many of the rollout
switches they are manual reset and all you have to do is press a button on the switch in. The
rollouts and limits are safety devices to protect you and your family. Please make sure you see
why the limit or rollout has opened up. This can be a dangerous condition for you and your
family. There are many different types of controls. We have a YouTube video that Acservicetech
was kind enough to make which shows how to troubleshoot this problem with the fan on a
furnace that will not shut off. Thanks Acservicetech for taking the time to make this video! Hi
Nemo, I saw several posts from you and I am having the very same problemâ€¦were you able to
figure out the problem? Hi, I have a heat exchanger drop for outside wood burner with nothing
but the radiator water type exchanger in it and the blower and blower control box to the
thermostat. As of late the blower motor would continuously go after the thermostat had opened
up. If I closed it and opened it real fast the blower motor would shut off after several attempts.
There are no fan limit switch or any of the other devices that a gas furnace might use. What
could possibly be the problem? Hi Alan! I would hope that there is some kind of limit on your
wood burner furnace so that it does not overheat. Sounds like you might have a low voltage
problem. If the relay only worked for a day and a half I would make sure that the relay is getting
a minimum of 24 volts to the relay coil. If the relay is getting low voltage, below 24 volts it will
cause chatter within the relay, which causes arcing within the relay and premature failure. I
would recommend checking the relay coil to make sure all connections are tight and the relay is
getting a minimum of 24 volts. If it is not getting 24 volts then you might have a weak low
voltage transformer, bad thermostat wires, or thermostat problem. If your thermostat uses
batteries make sure the batteries are in good condition. Make sure all wire connections both
high and low voltage are good and tight. I am sorry, but I am not familiar with the set up on
wood-burning stoves. It sounds like your blower is on all the time when the thermostat is calling
for heat and off when the thermostat is satisfied. So if the blower is staying on I would
recommend checking the thermostat, thermostat wiring and low voltage controls. I hope you
can easily find and fix the problem. Hi Steve, I have the same issue of blower fan running
constantly, even if I disconnect thermostat or control board. There are 5 pins for signaling 24v
and 4 pins for power supply c, v, G, v. If I disconnect the 5-pin connector it would still run
constantly. Interior of the ECM module looks perfect, capacitors, wires, seals, all good. What
could be the problem here? Hi Nemo! I am sorry, I do not know what the problem could be
without an ECM motor analyzer. Sorry that I can not give you any help or recommendations.
Most of the time the motor module is at fault, but if you want to prove that the motor module is
at fault you would need an analyzer. Hi, I have an Air Condition System where the evaporator
fan motor runs continuously and will not shut off unless I turn the breaker on the system. It has
been running fine but for the last month the fan will not shut off even when the desired
temperature is reached and the outdoor unit shuts off. Your help would be greatly appreciated.
Hi Banabas! This could be caused by any one of several problems. One you could have a
blower fan relay on the control board that is stuck closed and keeping the blower fan on all the
time. This could be a thermostat wire problem where the red and green wire has shorted
together and it is keeping the fan on all the time. You will need to check with a voltmeter to see
where the problem is located. Without a voltmeter to test it would be a guess as to where the
problem is located. Please help! I have a old split system in my house. The Inside unit blows hot
air and will not turn off unless i turn the breaker off. I was told it could be the thermostat so i
went and purchased a brand new thermostat that is fine for my system as it said it has the
emergency heat. So that did not help. I was then told to try the capacitor and contactor to the
condenser and that did not help. Please reply any advice will help at this point. Hi Steve! This
sounds like you have a stuck sequencer or relay if you have electric heat. I am guessing that
you have a heat pump and auxiliary electric heat backup. If you do have a heat pump and
electric heat back up you will need to use a voltmeter or better yet and Amprobe to see which
sequencer or relay is stuck and keeping the heat on. You could also have a shorted thermostat
wire that is causing this problem. Hello â€” I hope this finds you well. I have a carrier FX4BN We
had sever weather and likely a lighting strike nearby. I came home to the AC blowing hot air and
a TV that no longer turns on. The AC outside compressor and fan was not running. The blower
runs and there is nothing I can do other than cutting power to the exchanger or removing the
low voltage fuse to make it stop. Do heatpump go into a default auxiliary heat mode when
certain components fail. I assume the heating element was energized as the air blowing out f the
vents was hot â€” though the room temperature was 92 â€” the air felt hot. Hi Mike! So very
sorry that more than like your home was hit by lightning! More than like you had a power surge
and it could have messed up any of the low voltage components of your heat pump system. You

will need to do some testing with a voltmeter to see what is happening. If you are not familiar
with reading electrical circuits then I would suggest you call in an HVAC company to
troubleshoot. Most lightning strikes are covered by insurance. You would need a statement
from your HVAC company showing that you had a lightning strike. This power surge from the
lighting could have messed up your thermostat, control board in your air handler, contactor on
your outdoor unit and the reversing valve solenoid. Anything that runs off 24 volts. It might only
be one component that is messed up hopefully. I looked the part number up for the control
board for your air handler and the part number is HK61EA Without testing it would be a guess
as to what is wrong. Sorry that I can not be of much help. I have a York model number
ahp24b3xn21a furnace. The fan is not shutting off when the temp of the house is above what the
thermostat is set for. It turns on fine when the thermostat tells it to, blows fine and the heat
stops once the set temp is reached but the fan keeps running. Hi John! Did you check to see if
your furnace is going off on limit during your heating cycle? I would suggest that you try to read
the flash code on the control board the next time the blower stays on. Many times the control
board will tell you what is causing the blower to run all the time. I would also make sure that you
are not getting 24 volts between G green and C com on the control board. This would cause the
fan to run all the time and would be caused by a faulty thermostat or shorted thermostat wires.
Hi, I have a new Goodman air handler with a blower that will not come on unless thermostat
cover is removed and breaker turned off then back on. As soon as the thermostat cover is
replaced, blower shuts off. The first issue after install was the heat probably just the blower
would not work. After checking wiring diagram, I found the wiring on fan relay were reversed.
After correcting that, everything worked as it should. I am sorry, I do not know what your
problem could be without being there to test the thermostat and wires with a voltmeter. This
sounds like you have a thermostat problem or thermostat wire problem. Some of the
thermostats have a jumper on RH and RC. If your furnace does not have this jumper then you
might need to add one. If you are not getting 24 volts between G and C then you have either a
thermostat problem or a thermostat wiring problem. If you are getting 24 volts between G and C
and the fan is not running then you probably have a fan relay or air handler control board
problem. Thanks for the quick response! I hope that you can get it figured out soon. Hope you
have a great day and weekend! I have a carrier 38ydb heat pump and a carrier fv4anf air handler
controlled by a ecobee 4 thermostat. My current problem is when the thermostat calls for AC it
act as normal and performs as expected until it hits the set point, at which time the thermostat
shows no equipment running as it should but everything remains on ie. Blower motor,
compressor, the whole HVAC system as if the thermostat is still calling for it. I throw the service
switch and it all powers down and the unit is fine with no equipment running until the
thermostat calls for AC again. New condenser fan on heat pump and I did go through several
transformers before this issue which I thought was fixed after I fused the secondary side. Have
not checked the wires going to heat pump yet. Thank you so much in advance. Hi Bradley! I am
so very sorry to hear how much time and money that you have used in trying to get your heat
pump running right! I would suggest that you call Ecobee and tell them the problem that you are
having. This sounds like a thermostat problem since everything is continuing to run even when
the thermostat is not calling for cooling. I would suggest checking to see if you are getting 24
volts to the contactor coil when the outdoor unit continues to run. I would suggest taking the Y
wire off the thermostat while the heat pump is running and see if your outdoor unit stops. If it
does stop then it sounds like this is a thermostat problem. Yes, make sure that your thermostat
wires are in good shape and not shorted out then try a higher VA low voltage transformer if you
have not tried a new transformer with a 50 VA or higher VA. You might want to try a 75 VA
transformer. I have had many questions from people who are having problems with their Nest
thermostats. I have not had any questions about the Ecobbe thermostat. One person said that
Nest tech support recommended a higher VA transformer which makes sense. If you are not
getting enough voltage to run the system controls then nothing is going to work right. Please let
me know the solution to your problem so knowing the solution will help others. I know that you
will find the solution soon! I love hearing how great you are in not giving up on this! I admire
your persistence! I hope you have a great and blessed Easter! Hey Steve First I want to say
thank you for taking your time to read and respond to my question. So I am updating you I
finally found my problem and wanted to share my experience. So I started off checking for
voltage at the heat pump at the yellow wire to see what I was getting when the thermostat hit the
set point and showed off but the compressor was still running. It was showing 18v. I pulled the
wire there and it cut off as it should. So off to the store I went to get just a basic non
programmable tstat. I wired it up leaving off stage two heating and cooling to just to see if I got
basic function. Well to my surprise even the basic tstat was doing the exact same thing. So I
dove into the wiring, to and from all the components tracing each one by one and boom there it

was. Due to old system controls using a RS,RV style thermostat and had extra wiring running to
the air handler for an old weather machine that was no longer attached but the wiring still
existed tied in at the air handler and running into the wall where the old control board used to
be, it had been taped up with electrical tape and the red, yellow,orange, and black had some
how managed to touch back feeding the entire system since the last tech that had came and
tied it back in at the air handler thinking it went to the heat pump. So this entire issue started
with the installation of the new ecobee when a new 7 wire thermostat cable was ran to the
system to replace the old RS,RV style cable. I can see why I was told many time it was the
thermostat because it completed the circuit when installed and cause the short. Thankfully it is
working now as it should with the same ecobee thermostat. Thanks again! Hope this can some
how help someone else. Thanks so much for taking the time to let us know how you solved your
furnace problem! I hope this will help others in the future! God bless you and your family today
and always! Hey Steve, I have an 80s model furnace that the blower motor continuously runs. I
have replaced the fan relay and it continued to run constantly. I have 2 units that were having
the same issues Friday that are no longer having those issues now that its cooled down, is
there something Im missing?! I have a few years under my belt but i have not seen this before.
On a warm day, the control might be coming on if you have a pilot producing heat which could
cause the control to heat up enough to come on. Also if your furnace is over-heating and going
off on limit then this could cause the fan to run all the time. I would suggest that the next time
the fan stays on to check the fan control and your thermostat connections green wire to see
where the source of the power is coming from the keep the fan motor running. When you find
the source you have found the problem. I have a two year old 5 ton Rheem heat pump. In the
cooling mode everything works fine the inside fan turns off outside fan and compressor shuts
off when it reaches the set point. In the heating mode everything works fine except when it
reaches the set point and the compressor shuts off the inside fan will run all of the time. I
changed my thermostat to a Honeywell RTH series and followed the set up options and the fan
still runs all the time in the heat mode after the compressor turns off and the set point is
satisfied. With the new thermostat I tried to turn the fan to the on position and it will not turn on.
I also tried to turn the thermostat to the off position and the fan would not turn off. The only time
the fan will shut off is in the cooling mode. I have a stack able relay and I changed it with no
results. I have not changed my board or the thermostat wire yet would that be my next step.
Thank You. Hi David! I would suggest that you test with a volt meter to see if the thermostat is
sending 24 to 28 volts AC through the green wire. So you would set the thermostat to where the
heat should be off and the fan not blowing air. If you are getting 24 volts AC between the G and
C com thermostat wires then I would say you have a thermostat problem or a shorted
thermostat wire problem. You could also try removing the G green wire from the thermostat and
see if the fan stops. If it stops then you have a thermostat problem. Hi Joshua! If you are
referring to the fan as the draft inducer running then this would be normal as long as the
thermostat is calling for heat. This sounds like you have a flame sensing problem. If you have
not cleaned the flame sensor then I would suggest that you do that. Had a new Goodman AC
unit installed first month it ran ok but now when the inside temp reaches the cool set point, the
inside units shuts off but the outside units stays running and sends out cold air and then I see
frost start to build. Please advise. More than likely the contactor contacts might be welded
closed or one of your thermostat wires are wired wrong or shorted out. A thermostat can also
cause this problem where the thermostat has failed to turn off the outdoor unit. Sounds like you
possibly have a stuck relay on the control board that is keeping the fan running. I would
suggest lightly tapping on some of the relays on the control board. If this does not work then
you might need a new control board. A furnace limit that has opened up furnace over-heated
will cause the fan to run continuously because the control board thinks the furnace has
over-heated and needs to cool down. Please check your limit to make sure it is not open. I hope
you can easily find the problem. Hi Mr. Thanks so much for your interest in our website! I would
suggest that you watch the dial on the fan limit control and see if it moves below the degree off
setting. I would try changing the fan off to a higher temperature just to see if the control will turn
off. Here is a screen shot showing the parts for your church furnace. I would suggest testing
with a meter between the G and C terminals to make sure there is not 24 volts coming to the
control board from the thermostat causing the fan to run. If you do not have a meter you can
remove the green wire from the control board to see if the fan stops. I would suggest making
sure that all your limits and rollouts if equipped are staying closed. If one is open it will cause
the fan to run all the time. I hope you have a blessed day! Steve Arnold, arnoldservice. I will be
happy to try and answer any questions you have. Thanks so much for your interest and support
in our website! Hope you have a blessed day! Hi Rosa! No, I do not have our pages translated in
Spanish. I thought that some of the browsers would do that for you. Your email address will not

be published. Place your order today! We would love to have your business! If you are looking
for an HVAC products supplier that will treat you the way you should be treated, turn to us. We
carry a huge range of brand name items that can be purchased online. If you ever experience a
problem with any of your orders, contact us right away and we will make it right. Problem : Fan
on your furnace runs all the time and will not shut off Solution : 1. Previous post: Problem: Air
Conditioning outdoor condensing unit or heat pump unit will not shut off. Next post: Problem:
Blower shuts off too soon, cycles off and comes back on within 30 seconds. Alan OKeefe. Steve
Arnold. Thank you very much for the reply. Regards, Nemo. Steven m. Bradley Bowers. Joshua
colbjornsen. Do you have the above translated in Spanish? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. CNT Trane-G. Also on this page, see RLY defrost relay and
CNT defrost terminator thermostat sensor used in many of these units. Use our store search
with your model number to see if the relay and thermostat are used in your unit. Used in Trane
and American Standard furnaces. Come see the list! Come see which one you need. Also has
links to KIT needed for most installations if board has never been changed before. Complete
with photos, Kit instructions and list of Trane Models this board fits. Replaces obsolete part
number CNT This is the control board that changes which compressor runs in the Trane 19 S. R
air conditioners with two compressors. Come see the list of models. CNT G. De Ice Control. For
more information see the link to the CNT As used in YCD Models and others. Air Handler and
Electric Furnace blower motor as found in 32 Trane units, come see details and list of models it
fits. Air Handler and Electric Furnace blower motor as found in 81 Trane, Cumberland and
American Standard units, come see details and list of models it fits. Air Handler blower motor as
found in 61 Trane Air Handlers and Electric Furnaces, come see details and list of models it fits.
MOT G. Come see list. See the list of 35 G. Found in the following 35 G. Come see list of models
it fits. Come see specs and list of models it is used in. Found in the following 5 G. Come see the
full list it fits! Pipes with a factory made kit made for this purpose. Come see the description of
the other switch used also. Come see the list of Models. Trane Circuit Boards. Trane Draft
Inducers. Trane Gas Furnace Parts. Come see the full list of models it fits. Come see the list of
units it fits. Volts RPM If for any reason you can't understand or agree to these terms we
suggest you call a reputable Heating and Air Conditioning Contractor in your area for
assistance. Your safety and the manufacturers warranty also requires it. Please click this link.
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Store Search. Search by Manufacturer. Variable Speed
Furnace Motor 1 H. Furnace Motor 1 H. Come see list MOT G. Come see list of models it fits
MOT G. Trane Ind. Solution : Test to make sure you are getting 24 to 28 volts AC between the G
green and C com terminals on you fan center or control board. Below we have a picture of a
control board that shows the low voltage fuse. Our email address is: support arnoldservice. You
might need a new fan center relay if your furnace is equipped , fan sequencer or furnace control
board. A sequencer looks like the picture below. Sequencers are used most of the time in air
handlers heat pumps, electric furnaces to control the fan blower and turn on the electric heaters
in a sequence so the electric heaters to do come on all at the same time. Most of the newer air
handlers have electronic circuit boards. You should have continuity between M1 and M2 when
24 volts Ac is applied to the bottom terminals. We have sequencers for sale on our site. Purpose
of the Fan Center Relay : The purpose of the fan center relay is to provide a low voltage control
24 Volts to control a relay that can be used to control two-speed blower motors and auxiliary
circuits in heating or cooling equipment. Many of the newer furnaces do not have fan center
relays, but many of the older furnaces and some new furnaces still do. You would need to look
inside your furnace to determine if you have a fan center relay. Some of the relays are attached
to a junction box where the power comes into the furnace, and others are located in the blower
compartment attached to the blower housing. You might not have the relay that we sell below.
Many of the newer furnaces are control by electronic circuit boards. We sell the White-Rodgers
fan control center on our site. The fan blower should come on. Many times wires are either
loose or burnt behind the fan center relay. First make sure your furnace power is turned off.
Remove the fan center relay and inspect it for loose or burnt wires. Repair wires and reinstall
fan center relay. If you do not get any voltage reading, your low voltage transformer might need
replacing or you are not getting high voltage to power the transformer. There are quiet a few
variables that can occur to cause furnace problems. I believe I have covered the main problems.
If you have the fan center relay like we sell below the low voltage transformer is combined with
the fan relay. We have two really good YouTube Videos below that show how to troubleshoot
your furnace or air handler if your furance will not turn on. Hello, I am having an issue I just
replaced my blower fan. Thinking it was the control board I replaced that and I still have the
same problem. I can hear the Heat pump outside turnon too. Hope that all makes sense would
appreciate the help. Hi Brandon! I would think that the blower fan for both emergency heat and
fan ON goes through the same control board. I would guess that your thermostat is the

problem. You should be getting 24 to 28 volts AC between the G and C terminals with the Heat
pump turned on and running. I hope you can easily find and fix the problem. I tired purchasing a
used thermostat same model and everything but it appears to be different and 2 stage. Do I
need a 3 stage thermostat if I am running a heat pump and furnace? Do I need the honeywell
equipment module with a newer thermostat? Thanks for the help. You should not need a 3 stage
thermostat unless you have a super high-efficiency heat pump that runs on high and low
cooling and high and low heating. You should be able to tell by the wiring of the thermostat how
many stages there are. I am sorry, I do not know much about the different thermostats. When I
was doing installs we only had heat pump stats that had a one-stage heat pump and one stage
Auxiliary usually electric heat. Our email address is arnoldservice gmail. I have not been doing
any service work since and I am 67 years old. I hope you have a great day. Hi Steve. Our unit will
heat for a few hours and then stop heating â€” no air blowing, fan stops running. Any advice
would be appreciated. Hi Chris! If you have not already I would check to see if the blower motor
is getting hot when it stops and if the motor is going off on thermal over-load. I would make
sure that the blower motor capacitor is in good condition. I would check to see if the motor is
getting volts from the control board when the motor stops. If you are not getting volts from the
control board then you might have a bad relay on the control board. The YouTube videos in this
post should show you how to determine if your control board is bad or if the motor is bad. I
would check to make sure you are getting 24 to 28 volts AC between the C and G terminals
when your AC is on or if your thermostat is calling for the fan to be ON. If you are not getting 24
volts between G and C com then you probably have a thermostat or thermostat wire problem.
Make sure the batteries are in good condition in your thermostat. My question is , does the
blower fan have an override which keeps it from running until the coil is completely thawed?
Thank you!!! Hi Jon! Glad to hear that you found the problem that was causing your AC to
freeze up. No, sir, the blower does not have an override that keeps the blower from running until
the coil thaws. I hope that the water from the frozen coil did not leak down and cause either the
blower motor or control board to short out. It is best to keep the blower running while the coil
thaws so the blower air can keep the thawing water running down the coil and into the coils
drain pan. If you end up needing a control board or a blower motor please send me the product
number for your furnace and I will give you the part numbers. It is best to contact me by email
arnoldservice gmail. I hope that the problem is not with your control board or blower motor.
Take Care! What might be the issue? Hi Bingi! I am sorry, but I do not know anything about the
Ecobee thermostat wiring. If your thermostat wires have a green wire then the thermostat
should be able to power the fan ON. If you have a heating and cooling system where the fan is
powered on through the W heating wire and Y cooling wire using a sequencer then you might
not be able to use the thermostat. If you do not have a C, common wire then you will probably
need to run a new wire. I will like to suggest that you go to Ecobee Support and see if you can
get some answers there. I am sorry that I am not familiar with the Ecobee thermostat. I hope you
have a great and blessed day. A 2 speed, single phase v motor low speed contact not wired into
power. Has been finicky the last few years. It is part of a hydro-air system, so that may
complicate the wiring, since the blower also needs to run when the heat is on. Anyhoo, I first
figured it was the 24v blower motor relay, which I guess can be problematic. But that seems to
work. In looking at things, it looks like someone mis wired both ends of the motor circuit to the
same power line, but via another 24 v switch that seems defective. So, my first question is how
was the motor previously running at all? I did briefly rewire the motor to a. At that point the
motor kicked on, but I smelled smoke so I killed the power. In any event, I am inclined to replace
the motor anyway, just better safe than sorry, and the start capacitor 7. Continuity on that
switch seems intermittent, and resistance is all over the place. Hi Lance! So sorry to hear that
you are having trouble with your blower motor. I am sorry that I do not know how your hydro-air
system would be wired other than you would need a thermostat that should energize the fan
relay through the G green thermostat wire on both heating and cooling. As you know you would
need to volts to two wires of the blower motor. The blower motor label wiring diagram would
show the two wires on your blower motor where volts would be used to make the motor run.
Since you say that you have a 2-speed motor then two of the wires would be speed wires and
one wire would be common. You would not want to hook the volts up to the two speed wires or
it could burn the motor up. Since you say that the motor is 17 years old I would strongly
recommend a new capacitor. If you can get volts to the right two wires on your motor with a
good capacitor then the motor should run. If it does not run then you would need a new motor.
Sorry that I can not be of much help. If I turn off the breaker and turn it back on, the fan starts
blowing air again. The breaker is directly connected to the furnace and I also notice that the
thermostat gets turned off when the breaker is off. Also, from the thermostat, I cannot get the
fan to turn on. Hi Chi! You might have a thermostat problem. If you are not getting 24 volts in

both instances then you probably have a thermostat problem. Hi Vance! This sounds like you
have a blower fan relay on the control board that is going out. Probably the contacts inside the
relay work sometimes and sometimes not. I would also recommend that you check to make sure
that you are getting 24 to 28 volts AC between the G and C common terminals on your control
board when you have the air conditioner on or thermostat set for the AC to be ON. If you are not
getting 24 to 28 volts between G and C then you might have a thermostat problem or a
thermostat wire problem. Make sure that all connections are tight and if your thermostat uses
batteries make sure they are in good condition. I hope you can find and fix the problem soon! Hi
Nick! This sounds like you could have a thermostat problem, thermostat wiring problem, or a
control board problem. You would need to test with a voltmeter to see where the problem is
located. You should be getting 24 to 28 volts between the G and C Common wires on your
control board when the thermostat is turned down where the cooling AC should be running. If
you are not getting 24 volts between G and C then I would think that you have a thermostat
problem or a thermostat wire problem. If you are getting 24 volts between G and C and the
blower is not running then I would think that you either have a control board problem or a
blower motor problem. I would test to see if the blower motor is getting volts out of the control
board. If not then you would need a new control board. If you are getting volts out of the control
board and the blower is not running then I would think that you have a blower motor problem.
You could have one of the windings out in your blower motor. I would like to suggest that you
make sure the capacitor on your blower motor is in good condition. Hello I have an older
nordyne, intertherm in manufactured home. Put old muc Switch back and replaced circuit
board. Thanks for any help. This could be a thermostat problem, a thermostat wiring problem, a
control board problem, or a blower motor problem. You will need to test with a voltmeter to see
where the problem is. You should be getting 24 to 28 volts between the G and C com terminals
on your control board. If not then you have a low voltage problem that could either be a
thermostat problem or a thermostat wire problem. If you think it is a thermostat problem, then
you can test and should be able to get your air conditioner and fan to come on at the same time
by first, by turning your furnace off to turn off the low voltage then tie the R-Red, G-Green, and
Y-yellow wires together. When you turn the furnace power back on the blower and AC should
come on. If it does then you have a thermostat problem. If it does not come on then you might
have a control board fan relay that is not sending volts to the blower motor or a bad blower
motor winding. You might try to change wires speeds on the blower motor to see if that fixes
the problem. Usually, the black high-speed wire is used in air conditioning and maybe this
high-speed winding on your blower motor burnt out. What could cause this? I have to zones,
switched faces of Tstat, same issue â€” So Tstat good.. This past summer I was having issues
with cooling.. Changed Blower and Capacitor in trying to diagnose. Intermittently the blower
would not come on causing a freeze up at the condenser. Thats what started this.. Now Im
seeing the heating side.. I really do not know that much about your setup with hot water heat
and zone heating that you have. If you are not getting 24 volts between G and C when the
thermostat is calling for the blower to be on in Fan ON mode then you might have a thermostat
problem or a thermostat wire problem. So sorry I do not not much about hot water heat pumps. I
hope you can find a simple fix. It has a pro series honeywell thermostat I pulled it changed
batteries still nothing. Left for town to get a few small heaters I got called said heat is working
now it worked all night about midday same thing no power. Hi Dennis! This sounds like you
might have a loose wire connection a control board, or thermostat that is going out. You would
need to test with a voltmeter when the problem occurs to find where the problem is. I would like
to suggest that you test down at your air handler where all the thermostat wires are joined
together at the air handler. You will have to take the wire nuts off the thermostat wires to test
the bare wires where they are joined together. If you do not have 24 volts between those wires
then you either have a thermostat problem, thermostat wire problem loose or broken wires or a
low voltage transformer problem. If the fan will not come on you might have a fan relay problem.
I hope you can find the problem soon! Hello, I have a mid 90s Nordyne furnace. According to the
wiring diagram it is a 2 wire hookup, red and white. However it looks like the previous owner
added AC and added in a fan relay switch along with a 4 wire tstat. The AC was removed prior to
us purchasing and we are just trying to get the heat working. I have double and triple checked
the wiring diagram and everything in there is correct, with the exception of it not showing the
fan relay. Right now the tstat green is hooked up to one side of the 24v relay, and the red rh is
hooked up to the other side. We can manually switch the relay and it works, but then the was
will always run regardless of heating or not. Bad relay? Bad control board? Something else?
Should it be green to one side of the relay and power off the 24v transformer to the other side?
Hi Nathan! The control board should time the length of time between when the burners ignite
and the blower fan comes on. The control board should control the blower in the heating mode

as long as one of the blower speeds are hooked up to one of the blower speeds terminals on the
control board. So if you tie the Red low voltage power wire to the G green wire most of the time
green in color together the fan should start and operate until the red and green are
disconnected. If you are getting 24 volts AC between the G and C common wires on your
control board and the fan is not running then you either have a bad control board, the blower
motor is not hooked up, blower motor capacitor is weak or bad or blower motor winding is bad.
Just replaced my Bryant 90 plus with a new circuit board and thermostat. Everything seems to
run fine however when i place the fan switch to the on position it will not work. You can hear the
relay firing on the control board but nothing. If i switch the AC on then the blower motor works
just fine. We tried jumping the red and green at the board to see if that would work and still just.
Click from the relay. Any help would be appreciated. Hi Jayson! Yes, that is weird about what is
happening! The thing that is throwing me off is the fact that the blower will run just fine when
you have the air conditioning running. I would like to suggest that if you have not already to
make sure all wires are good and tight especially the ground, common wire off your low voltage
transformer. What really threw me for a loop was when you said that you directly connected the
red wire to the G connection on the control board and the fan still would not run. The blower
motor most certainly should have run with a direct connection between R and G. You should
have a minimum of 24 volts AC between the G and C wires at all times. If the voltage is below 24
volts then you might have a weak low voltage transformer, thermostat problem or a bad, loose
thermostat wire problem. Sorry that I can not be of more help. This is pretty unusual. I hope you
can quickly find and fix the problem. However, the blower motor runs just fine with the AC and
the Heater. I read My thermostat is connected to Y, G, W83 and R. The AC was installed a year or
two after the original furnace and I believe it is connected to Y and C where the thermostat
connects to the control board. Either way, it would seem someone did not know what they were
doing. Hi Ben! Glad to hear that you found the problem and got it fixed. I will approve your posts
so hopefully, this will help others having the same problem you did and see how you were able
to get the problem fixed. Thank you so very much for taking the time to post this! I sure do
appreciate you! Hi Sam! Replacing the outdoor capacitor should not have anything to do with
the indoor blower fan not coming on. You could either have a bad or weak indoor fan motor
capacitor or a fan motor that is going out. I would try replacing the indoor fan motor capacitor
first since it is a lot less expensive than a new fan motor. If a new capacitor does not fix the
indoor fan motor then I would suggest that you check with a voltmeter to make sure that the
motor is getting to volts AC. If the motor is getting the right voltage and the motor is still
humming and will not start then you will need to purchase a new fan motor. The AC is about 5
years old, and worked perfect. This year, i had trouble with the blower motor not always coming
on when the unit started up. I found that if i turned of the breaker to the Air Handler, and would
wait 10 minutes, then turn it back on, it works normally. I replaced the run capacitor and the
contactor, and it ran perfect for a week, now back to it was. Runs all day, but after being less
active at night, I have to reset power, then works again. Any ideas on what may be the cause?
Thank you.. Hi Jason! I assume that you are referring to the indoor blower motor that will not
come on all the time. I would think that this is an air handler control board problem, but it could
be a thermostat problem. I would like to suggest that you test with a voltmeter the next time the
blower motor will not come on. Make sure you are getting 24 volts between the G and C
common thermostat wires when you are having trouble with the blower coming on. If you are
getting 24 volts between G and C and the blower is not coming on then you probably have a
control board or fan relay problem. If you are not getting 24 volts between G and C then you
probably have a thermostat or thermostat wire problem. Hi Dan! I am sorry, but we do not sell
any Oil Furnace parts. I looked up the parts you are asking about in our ICP parts program and
it shows a Control Fan Timer part number I am sorry, but I do not see a relay listed. Yes, this
could be either a thermostat problem or a control board problem. I would suggest that you
check with a volt meter to see if you are getting 24 volts between the G and C when you have
the thermostat in the ON position. If you are getting 24 volts then you probably have a control
board or fan relay problem. Hope you can easily find and fix the problem. Hello Steve. I have a
Trane Powerlink II heat pump system. The fan will work properly when the cool is on.
Additionally, the fan will work poroperly even when the cool is not on, but only when the fan
position of the thermostat is set to circulate mode. The problem is that when. Any thoughts on
how to troubleshoot where the issue lies and how to potentially fix the problem? Thank you in
advance. Hi Robert! Thanks so much for the question. I am guessing that maybe the installers
did not hook up the G green wire on the thermostat. Maybe they hooked up the circulate
connection on the green wire so the fan will work, but not the green wire to the G connection to
turn the fan on when the thermostat is turned to fan ON. Circulate and Fan ON seemed to me to
be the same thing. I am very sorry that I do not know this thermostat and thermostat wire set up.

I would have to see and investigate with a voltmeter. If you want to send me some pictures of
the thermostat wiring then please do to our arnoldservice gmail. I hope you have a great day! I
have a Honeywell T87, I have it switched to cooling mode and it will not kick on. The fan on
switch will not turn the fan on either on cooling or heating. Where would my problem be? My
brother in law is a HVAC guy and he told me that the wiring looked like it was done right but he
didnt have a dvom with him to check for voltage anywhere. How should it be wired? I have an
older armana gas furnace. Hi Chaz! I would like to suggest and see if the contactor is getting 24
volts and is being energized. You will need a volt meter to test and see where your problem is.
Without a voltmeter, it would just be a guess on any one of about 10 things. If you do not have a
volt meter I would like to suggest that you get one so you can test to see where the problem is
located. I have an older gas furnace fan that will not come on. When the fan tries to come on,
the 24 v relay buzzes, the fan turns for 1 second then stops. I did recently install a web based
thermostat with smart phone app and it worked fine. I like this thermostat but wonder if this is
causing my problem. I have yet to ring out the voltage at the thermostat. The 24 volts on the bus
bar near the relay is strong that is where I manually got my 24 v from. There are no burned
looking wires. Hi Michael! Thanks for asking the question. If you have a 35 or 40 VA transformer
then you might need a higher VA transformer to get your system to run correctly. This could
also be a thermostat problem since you say that the voltage drops out when the fan relay tries
to start. I have a gas heater with an electric fan. I just had my roof replaced a week ago this
Saturday and it worked fine up until this point. Would replacing cause my fan not to come on?
Hi Annie! Replacing the roof could only cause the fan to not come on if the roofers accidentally
cut or stepped on your thermostat wires and caused a break in the wires. They could have
loosened a connection up on your control board or thermostat with all the banging and
vibration from hammering the roofing nails. I would suggest that you turn the power off to the
furnace and make sure all wire connections are good and tight. If you are not getting 24 volts
then you either have a thermostat problem, thermostat wire problem or you might have a blown
fuse on your control board. If you are getting 24 volts between C and G and the fan is not
running then you might have a control board problem, fan relay problem or a bad fan motor or
bad fan motor capacitor. We have a really good Youtube video on the following page that tells
about the top 10 reasons why the blower fan motor will not come on. Your email address will
not be published. Place your order today! We would love to have your business! If you are
looking for an HVAC products supplier that will treat you the way you should be treated, turn to
us. We carry a huge range of brand name items that can be purchased online. If you ever
experience a problem with any of your orders, contact us right away and we will make it right.
Will work if thermostat is turned way up. Steve Arnold. In Appreciation, Chris. Hi Arnold, really
appreciate you taking the time to reply. Hi Steve: Hope you can help me. This seems weird to
meâ€¦. Continuity on that switch seems intermittent, and resistance is all over the place I could
send you a pic of the wiring if that would help. Thanks in advance for your thoughts! A
technician changed the capacitor last time but this did not fixed the issue. What could the
problem be? Vance Wrenn. Nathan Dehmer. Samuel battle. Jason Hartloff. Daniel Frampton. Any
chance that you have these parts? Thanks a million! Dan Mobile I think the problem is between
the relay and the thermostat. Any thoughts would help. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Modern thermostats with Wi-Fi and backlit display, by contrast,
need a steady supply of juice. Technically speaking, power flows from the R red wire, but not
continuously not on its own, anyway. To make it continuous requires a common wire to
complete the circuit. When the circuit is complete, 24V energy will flow continuously. If your
system has a C-wire, it might be in use or just tucked away behind your current thermostat.
Thermostat wire comes in various weights. Detach your thermostat from the wall and look at the
wires connecting to it. It might be stuffed into the wall, which is what some installers do when
the C-wire is present but not needed. Disable power to your furnace and pop the cover off. The
ease of doing it this way will vary by furnace and installation. As you can see in the photo
above, this furnace does not have a C-wire hooked up. To make this HVAC system compatible
with a smart thermostat, it would need either:. There are no standards for wire color! Any wire
can be used for any purpose. These photos are from my own home, but every home is a unique
snowflake. In some systems, this is unnoticeable, but in others, the furnace responds as if
being told to turn on and then immediately off. Adding a C-wire, either through new wiring or an
adapter, ensures compatibility with new thermostat technology. A smart thermostat offers
bothâ€¦. That is a great question! But HOW uncommon is an excellent question one I was all too
happy to spend 30 minutes researching â€¦. Still, it took the rest of the country another two
decades to catch up. So then I wonder, how many homes are built after ? Anecdotally, my home
on the west coast has a programmable thermostat but no C-wire. Nest forums and hvac forums
seem to be full of people reporting a lack of a C-wire in their home. Thank you for your careful

explanation and thoughtful comment. I do a lot of my home improvement because I enjoy
researching, understanding and saving money. I totally agree with your reviews of the 3. I have
not tried the Lyric yet. When I first started this, air-conditioning was a little foreign to me. I had
to research and figure it out. I found a lot of info out on the internet lacking and confusing to
DIYs, but some sites like yours are very useful. I need the C wire for a thermostat that
communicates with a wireless router. My old oil furnace and thermostat only have two wires
between them, R and W. Since there is no existing transformer, I will need to rig one up
probably in a j box near the thermostat, spliced off a nearby outlet or something So one of the
24v wires will go to the C terminal on the thermostat, but then the other to which terminal? Did
you get a solution for this? I am also confused at this point. I hooked up an external power
transformer. Due to old heater panel, I could not find the C wire to hook up. So, hooked up
external transformer and connected to C and Rc. Removed jumper between Rc and Rh as
suggested by Bill Lee below. Heater works. Your Rh and W terminals control your heat. The C
and Rc terminals are what powers the thermostat. Be sure all remaining connections are tight.
As long as you connected the correct wires to the corresponding terminals it should work. Hi, I
am having a similar issue. I only have 2 wires R and W. I plugged these wires into the R and W
terminals. I used an external transformer and ran those wires to C and RC. My furnace has a
heat and cool switch. The heater works fine. When I switch the furnace switch to cool it runs
continuously Even if the thermostat is on cool, there is no response. The old thermostat looks
like it probably either completes a circuit or grounds it. Two pieces of metal touch, and it stops.
I have tried to plug the W wire into every available terminal to see if it would work. Nothing
worked. So now what? Should I remove the switch from the furnace? Bill lee is incorrect. If you
only have a single red wire the jumper between Rh and Rc are required for some heating and
cooling hybrid systems depending on your thermostat. Nathan, if you only have red and white
wires, your system is only set up for heat. The cool switch on the furnace is manual for a
reason, and it is for running the fan when the furnace is off. Hello guys. Great info here. I have a
question, I want to install the ecobee4 and I have just 2 cables from my old mercury thermostat.
For what I understand, please correct me if wrong, Rh has 24V and close the circuit with the W
correct? Then the thermostat act like a dimmer? Then C will power my thermostat with 24v too,
correct? Then, can I jump or Feed my C connector from my Rh cable? Is this possible? Thanks
Marcelo. Great site and good questions! Better yet you can buy a thermostat that uses battery
to switch the contacts and thus no second transformer the only downfall is the battery changes
every couple years on that. Good luck to the DIY folks just remember not all appliances or
thermostats work the same so take time to read the product literature. The device must be sent
back to the factory to have the smoke put back in:. Small clarification. The power coming into
your house has two phases and a neutral. From phase A to phase B is vac. This is used to
power your electric oven, electric dryer, etc. Phase A to neutral is vac. Phase B to neutral is vac.
What he calls Factory Smoke is normally referred to as Blue Smoke in these parts. If you fry a
circuit, the blue smoke escapes. Sorry Dave but residential power here in Canada is single
phase. I have a hunch that this is true through out North America. Power comes from a single
phase transformer with a center tapped ground and is referred to as the neutral. The power is
supplied over two legs. Can anyone please tell me where I need to connect my wires on this
chart? Any help wold be greatly appreciated. Thank you!! It IS confusing when everything I read
talks about the C wire providing power to the thermostat. Very helpful information! Outstanding
comment. Thank you! But yes, I know what you are saying. Thanx for setting the record straight.
This is not correct. Many others output AC. All depends on the appliance to be powered. There
is no conversion from AC to DC. The voltage is stepped down from to 24 volts. Just like the
transformer on the pole outside your house steps down from 7, volts to volts for your house
panel. Not on my Rheem furnace. Thanks for this info, adding my comment because Google
brought me here and this might help others. So I got my multimeter out and touched the red
lead to the blue wire and black lead to ground and got 0 vac, so I was really bummed out. Then
my Google foo kicked in and brought me here! So I tested again, this time touching the red lead
of my multimeter to the red wire and the black lead to the blue wire and what do you know, I got
24vac! John, there is no polarity in measuring AC voltages. Or perhaps you accidentally had the
meter in the DC range. The only way you can measure a 24 vac output is across the two
secondary terminals. Household wiring is not floating, but rather, is considered to be earth
referenced. My furnace bonds all common leads to the furnace frame assembly. I know this
thread is old, but important since people including me still visit this site. Many people have that
misconception about electricity. The neutral on your home wiring will kill you faster than the hot
wire if you find yourself in the circuit. Only saying this so DIY folks always put safety first. In the
right conditionsâ€”heat, humidity, the amount you sweatâ€”6 milliamps will kill you. There is no
way 24 volts will kill you. Why scare DIY s? A neutral wire will not kill you either. Yes, 6 milliamp

at 10, volt can give you a thrill. I have experienced that on an old picture tube type TV. I am still
here. As a qualified electrician, I heartily agree. The voltage applied to the circuit forces current
through the device, and the entire supplied voltage will appear across all device s in the circuit
that are in parallel. As long as the neutral is tied to ground and is intact there will be no
significant voltage on it. If, however, a break appears in the neutral before the point where it is
tied to ground, that entire applied voltage will now appear across the break. In a typical
four-wire system the 24vac is supplied by the R wire. If the thermostat says heat is required, it
allows the 24vac to go back on the W wire. If cooling is needed, 24vac is sent back on the Y
wire. If the fan should be running, 24vac is sent back on the G wire. If no heat, cooling, or fan
are required, there is no power flowing through the thermostat. If you have a five-wire cable, the
C wire of whatever color is a usually a common that allows 24vac to be flowing therefore used
by most smart thermostats. Can I splice into 1 of the white wires? Nothing to do with white t-stat
wire which connects to a brown wire at unit. My Goodman furnace has a control board with no C
terminal. All I did was connect the unused blue wire from the thermostat control wire bundle to
the blue bundle at the 24V transformer be aware, there is another similar looking wire bundle
next to the thermostat control wire bundle, but only 2 wires are used, black and white. This wire
bundle goes to the outside compressor to control it. After hooking up the new thermostat,
connecting the same blue wire now at the thermostat end to the C connector of the thermostat.
Works perfectly. Hi, have you ever encountered old thermostats functioning with a 1 single
wire? Any ideas? Have you tried the compatibility checkers on the manufacturer websites? Do
you just have a heating system? If you do resolve this, either through adding more wires or
choosing a particular thermostat that works with your 1-wire setup, come back and let us know
how it goes! Good luck. My house was built in and still has the original furnace. As far as I know
there is no control panel. Online compatibility checkers: Ecobee3 compatibility checker Nest
compatibility checker. If you have typical wires behind your thermostat, those wires must go
somewhere. Sorry to be of such limited help. If you do figure it out â€” or find out that your
system is simply incompatible with C-wire needing WiFi thermostats â€” do come back and give
us an update! Thanks for the quick response. I think your suggestions are a good starting
points. I recently got married and we purchased our first house this year. I attempted to hire an
hvac company to come clean the furnace and the guy took one look on the furnace and was
completely baffled. He had never seen one before and had no idea how to clean it. We have a
more knowledgeable tech coming in a couple weeks. I never actually pulled the cover off my
thermostat to check whether it had a c-wire or not. To my pleasant surprise, the hvac tech
looked the furnace over and said it already has a c-wire. Now I just need to figure out which wifi
thermstat to get. My thermostat has 3 wires red white and green am I missing wires? The only
way I can use furnace is to combine red wire with white help!!!!!! Sorry about the slow response,
sounds like you have a simple heating thermostat with a fan function, for ease of future
conversations use the marked letter designations rather then colors as not everyone uses
standard colors. I suspect I can simply move the free green wire over to the common side of the
24V transformer to make it a C-wire with heat only function for an ecobee? I have a boiler with
two wires, R and C coming from the transformer inside the boiler. I ran a new wire with 5 wires.
Just seeing if and how I can wire the thermostat so it functions. I need a constant 24v circut and
one to switch the boiler on an offâ€¦. There is nowhere to attach a C wire to on the boiler side.
Any suggestions on how to proceed? Could I install a v to 24v transformer and if so how would
it be wired? Any help would be appreciated. Like Bill, I have the very same situation. And it
seems there is no answer anywhere online. I have managed to get the thermostat to power on,
since there is 24vac existing in the 2 wires at the thermostat. I jumped the W wire to the C
terminal on the new TS. I programmed my new thermostat but as soon as the boiler fires up, the
TS shuts off and power resets. So, close but no cigar. Well, I installed a v to 24v transformer
which has a R and a C terminal an ran an additional thermostat wire from the transformer to Rc
and C on the thermostat. I removed the jumper between Rc and Rh and the transformer powers
the thermostat without problems. I then wired TT on the aquastat on the boiler to Rh and W on
the thermostat. Unfortunately the thermostat is not sending a heat call to the aquastat when the
heat is turned up. I assume the thermostat may be bad. Ad the package appeared to be opened
already when we first opened it. I advised my friend to return it and we will try a new one
tomorrow. Wish me luck. The thermostat is now working perfectly. Thanks to Bill Lee post. The
Thermostat powered up but a few days later when the house temperature dropped below the
desired house temperature and the demand for heat was initiated the thermostat would recycle.
I googled for a solution and came across Bill Lee post. I then connected a fourth wire to the R
side of the transformer and connected that to the Rc on the thermostat. Removed the jumper in
the thermostat between the Rh and Rc. I figured it out! Not sure if anyone even cares anymore.
But if you do, let me know. I will post the solution. Congrats, Jared. Glad you figured it out. I

wish more people were willing to offer solutions. I pulled out a lot of hair trying to work this one
out. Now I know and will be able to implement it in my business in the future. What if you lose
current to the thermostat while installing it? And the breaker did not trip? I replaced an old one
with a digital. The display came up and I was able to use the screen and the fan worked. But the
heater did not. So I removed it to double check the wiring. When I put it back on, I got no current
at all to the stat. I even tried putting the old stat back on. And it no longer works either. I had the
same issue today.. Because the thermostat draws power from the furnace I would ensure that
the furnace itself has power. On my Rheem furnace I had a similar problem. I found that there
was a inline fuse holder on the transformer output. The 2 amp fuse was inadvertently blown
because I failed to shut off the power supply switch to the furnace before removing the old
thermostat. I got a nest as a housewarming present. Worked great for 5 days without the blue
common wire installed directions said to use the same wires as the old therm. Had to use the
breaker to shut it downâ€¦ Called nest support and he said to hooked up the commonâ€¦ No
luck. Said it must of been a bad nest. Got a new oneâ€¦ Worked for about 5 hrs then the same
thing happenedâ€¦ Please help! My old thermostat only used 4 wires, the white,green, yellow
and red. However, their was a blue, C wire in the wall, so I figured was all set. I followed all the
instructions and connected all wires correctly. I have the same setup. I was upgrading from an
older Honeywell thermostate to a wi-fi enabled thermostat. Only needed 4 wires in the old
model. And there is a spare blue wire not used. I know I need to connect the blue wire to a C
terminal at the furnace side. But I am hesitant because there are already 2 other wires both
black connected on the C terminal at the furnace. Is it okay to connect a third wire to power the
thermostat? I had the exact same thing â€” one wire on the C post seemed to run to something
on the AC side â€” maybe the condenser outside? The other wire ran to a whole house
humidifier that was attached on to the return line of the air system. I added the blue as the c â€”
3 wires on one post, and so far, so good. Josh 1 wire provide power to AC, if one more wire is
connected to C you need to check with the manufacturer because if we connect 3 wire on same
terminal we will not get proper voltage and either one of them will not work. Check for the blue
wire if it is connected to C terminal on furnace if it check for the voltage between R and C
requires Vac. I currently have a circa simple mercury bulb thermostat 2 wire and would like to
upgrade to a programable one, the rub is that it is a high rise condo with a centralized boiler
feeding hot water baseboard heating to the units. I was looking at the Nest, but will it work with
this sort of setup? Being in a high rise you would likely have trouble running new wires. Unless
you are able to run the additional, necessary wire s then you will be unable to install the Nest.
Yes, you can make it work. You do NOT need access to the furnace to run the extra power
supply, it just looks nicer. I would appreciate photos and instructions. I have oil heat with R and
W wires running to current thermostat and want to change to a Honeywell WiFi stat. I plan to
purchase a v to 24v AC adapter from Amazon and running additional wire to my new stat. You
mention a 24v DC adapter??? Am I wrong in believing this should be 24v AC? I am trying to
wireup a nest thermostat to an old furnace without a common. I only have a white and red wire
going to my furnace. I ran new wires though not sure where I should hook up my white,
common wire? Can I put the red and white wire in the same place? My furnace only has those
two spots for wires that I can see. Above the red wire it says pg. Above the white wire says th.
Sorrta lost. You need three wires. If your furnace or boiler only has two terminals, see my
solution above. Run an additional two wires from the transformer to the thermostat. The original
red an white wires should be connected to R and W on the thermostat. The two new wires
should be connected to Rc and C on the thermostat and to R and C on the transformer at the
other end. Be careful if you tap in the furnace control panel to get the C â€¦ I say smoke coming
ouit of a boardâ€¦ My faultâ€¦ I connected the C and a 24 volt line to the Nest in addition to W1
and RHâ€¦ The old thermostat is back onâ€¦. Hi Bill â€” thanks for your posts. I have a Nest and
3 wire bundle. The zone relay on the furnace end uses only the R and W wires, but the relay
circuit board has a power tap with a 24v terminal and a com terminal. Any chance I can wire this
successfully without using a fourth wire to connect to Rc as you have described? I said that
wrong I mean should I hook my blue wire to the red wire for my common so the circuit is
complete or does it need its own place to hook up? Tying the red and blue wires would only
power the thermostat when there was a call for heat. The C terminal needs to be connected to a
C terminal at the other end. If you install a 24 volt transformer, be sure to remove the metal
jumper between Rh and Rc on the thermostat or you will damage it. To me they sound like they
serve the same purpose. Mark I have the same question also a Taco zone relay. The 24v power
tap has 2 terminals in one block, one labeled 24v and one com. Did you get an answer to your
question? Is there any way for me to test this prior to buying a wifi thermostat? Have a nest with
a three wire system and ofcourse it is pulsing when it first starts to run, I originally had a add a
wire but it dropped the voltage just enough that the nest would not recognize the power as 24v.

I have a plug in the wall just below my nest, can I just wire in a 24v transformer from it to give
my nest the 24v common its looking for. Stringing a new furnace wire is not an option. My old
thermostat has 8 wires, all hooked up. What do I do? Hi Mark please provide the labels on the
old TT and Type of system you have for heating and cooling. Hello, I have a new home with a
Payne forced air furnace. I replaced the cheap thermostat with a Honeywell thwf All wires were
hooked up on the thermostat to their corresponding colors including the Blue Common wire. At
least when I explained it to Honeywell that is their thought. When I look at how the furnace is
wired I have the following wires on the following terminals. You need to buy a 24 volt power
supply to power the thermostat. When the house is big, all you need is circulation. So if you the
fan keeps on running, then it will keep circulating the air to maintain an even temperature. I see
speak about 24v transformerâ€¦if I have a C labeled spot on my furnace will that automatically
be supplying 24vâ€¦or would it need an inline voltage transformer? Thanks, great write up. My
house had old wire No C wire Which is the common wireâ€¦or known as ground. I installed a
crude programmable battery operated thermostat years ago. Now That theyre wifi they need a
constant source of power. I had an electrical outlet just a couple feet from my thermostat. I used
a meter and verified that my unit is commonly grounded with my house of course it should be I
simply ran a single wire from the earth ground off that plug with a small wire and up the wall to
the new thermostat. Keep in mind the red is 24VAC control. Your new thermostat already has a
rectifier built into it. Why is not everyone doing that? I did the same thing except I completed the
circuit using the white neutral wire found inside a switch box that is 2 feet from my thermostat.
These neutral wires are what return all of the AC circuits in your home â€” the ground wires are
only there in case of a power surge or other emergency. Tying into the ground wire could get
you electrified plumbing or other consequences. I have a furnace that has a white wire
connected to the c connection inside the furnace. At the thermostat the white wire is W. I also
have a yellow wire free at thermostat and furnace. Can I connect the yellow at furnace level with
the white already connected and use the yellow at the thermostat for the C connection? And yes
you can use that yellow wire along with white to C terminal on furnace. At the beginning of the
summer, I installed a Z-wave thermostat. I have only 4 wires that were marked R, W, Y, and G.
There was no Common wire. The good news is that it worked perfectly all summer. But now it is
heating seasonâ€¦ Evidently I mistakenly connected the W wire to the C, and this allowed power
to the thermostat for the display. Again, everything worked. Until it was time for heat, and then
the heater would not come on. I moved the wire from the C terminal to W, and now it will heat
but the thermostat display does not come on. I guess I have two questions: 1 why did this work
at all? Thermostat C Wire: Everything you need to know about the â€¦ [â€¦]. Blue or Black â€” C
â€” Common wire, may be unused by your existing thermostat. Enables continuous power flow
from the Red wire. Thank you SO much for this article. I really appreciate you putting this
together! Best Wifi Thermostat Reviews The ultimate resource for â€¦Smart thermostat guide
â€” wifi-enabled thermostat reviews, The ecobee3 hands smart thermostat today. Smart
Thermostat Guide â€” Wifi-enabled thermostat reviews â€¦Thermostat wire: , Saying wire power
source, supplies power misleading. Am I doing something obviously wrong? Thermostat C
Wire: Everything you need to know about the â€¦New wifi thermostat wiring issues wire â€”
houzz, New wifi thermostat wiring issues side -wire [â€¦]. I installed my wifi thermostat using the
techniques mentioned in this article. I have one question. When I set the fan to that setting the
fan comes on to circulate the air only but the heat comes on as well. Is that possible? G goes to
a gray wire again a solo connection. I purchased a new thermostat that I plan on installing
tonight. My question is related to the power though. Is it completely necessary to turn off the
furnace power and breaker switches tied to the thermostat? My home is old and unfortunately
the breaker box did not label which each switch controls. Let me know when you can. Read
more about the C-Wire here. Sorry for adding more questions your way but I enjoyed reading
the previous ones you helped trouble shoot. Can we still intall the new or do we need to add
other wires? I am afraid of burning the unit. Please help. Connecting new HoneyWell thermostat
to old Lennox furncase. The old thermostsat had a C wire connected but probably not used â€”
it was battery powered. The C wire is connected to the cabinet ground at the furnace. When I
attach new thermostat it does not power up. I think the blue wire in the diagram comes out as
the red wire to the thermostat. Should I disconnect the C wire from the cabinet and connect it to
the yellow wire on the transformer? Hi all, This site is really helpful I think but I want to make
sure I am not getting myself into trouble. I have a two wire R W right now, but the builders
helpfully installed a multi wire cable despite not using most of them. So I think running a C wire
should be as simple as attaching my Blue at both ends. That S87B does have something
marked as 24v which is actually connected to my White wire. Does this seem right? Is my C the
legit place to connect? The wire connected to R on your thermostat should be the 24 v and
usually Red. W usually white activates heat. The C wire is the common which is the return to the

opposite side of the transformer from which the 24v wire comes, completing the 24 v power for
the thermostat. Hi My dogs chewed up the wires outside of the ac unit. Out of the fan comes out
a blue and yellow wire. Out of the wall comes out a red a white wire. Which wire would go with
which wire? I have 2 wires going to my thermostat. Using the voltmeter, I get 28V and when the
heater turns on, they are connected, so it shows nothing. Does this mean I can jump one of
these wires to create a common wire? If so, how do I know which one is the common and which
one is the hot wire? I am interested in installing a smart thermostat but lack the c wire at the
thermostat. I have 2 thermostats. The Ecobee has a PEK kit that you can install at the boiler to
effectively create a c wire there. Any help? My furnace has a 5 wire configuration and 2 extra
wires â€” 5 wire is red,blue common , yellow, green and white â€” the 2 additional wires are
from a different source but are red and white. I am installing a Honeywell EIM and it is not
powering on. The common and red from the 5 wire source are not showing power on a volt
meter. I checked breakers, the furnace shows it is powered. Configured the EIM exactly as the
wires were configured in the furnace. I have a blue red white and green wire with a jumper wire. I
have no C wire, and its just a milivolt heat gas fire , which just closes the contact for heat.
Removed the link between RC to R important. Connect the existing milivolt connection from gas
fire to R and W and hey presto , works a dream. Thanks for all the information on your site , very
useful this is how i worked it out. Thanks a lot for writing this article. I replaced my old
thermostat with a Nest 3rd generation. I hooked everything up as instructed but could not get
Rh to have a higher voltage. It was reading around 2V for VOC. I called Nest support, but they
were not able to help. I almost had to call an HVAC technician to come out before reading your
page. It turns out the old thermostat had all the wires connected, but the furnace only had W
and R wires connected. I connected C, G, and Y to the appropriate connectors on the furnace,
and voila! So thank you so much for this article! I have a two wire boiler quite old and dated that
is hooked up to a basic thermostat in my family room. The Thermostat for this is upstairs on the
second floor. If I wanted to upgrade my thermostat in my family room to run both systems, is
this possible? Where would the C wire need to come from? This site is incredibly helpful. I knew
I was in trouble when I opened the thermostat and realized I only had a mechanical switch with
just a two-wire thermostat wire, red and black wire on a heating system only. I closed it back up,
and began research. I do not know what I am going to encounter when I look at the furnace
circuitry, but I am going to armed with wire. I intend to test new thermostat at the furnace with
the solutions that you have given me before I try to pull the new wiring. Do not know if I will
need a separate transformer, but this site has done a wonderful job for preparing me for what I
am up against. Thank you, thank you. It has a Carrier digital thermostat that my mother-in-law
has continuous problems figuring out how to set it. I purchased a Honeywell CT31A non
programmable therm. He gave me a model CT51 which he said could be used. Is this something
you would agree with, and could I be confident in wiring this in this configuration less the C
wire with the results being that of working properly. Looking to get this replacement completed
before the next need for heat LOL. Thanks for any feedback you can send my way. With
Regards, Tommy E. I have a Honeywell wifi thermostat set up. I have a generator wired to power
several circuits in my house in case of power failure wired the right way as to avoid arguments.
The power circuit powers the furnace but not the condenser due to the generator not being
strong enough to power it anyway. My first power failure resulted in everything working fine but
the wifi thermostat was not powered. Does this power originate from the condenser power?
However, their was a blue, C wire in the wall. There is an additional wire, called the common
wire, that provides the power and all the thermostat does is complete the [â€¦]. Sensi needs a C
wire. Also the Venstar product you mentioned above is not for adding a C wire â€” says so right
in the manual and on Amazon. Very informative post. I have been investigating this because a
painter damaged our thermostat obsolete, works for now, long story. In the wall is the fifth, blue
wire, unconnected. At the furnace end, also unconnected, I am unsure where to connect it at the
furnace control board. ABCD block at either end has only 4 connection points. It would seem
dumb if they put it on there but proprietary ABCD disables it, but you never know. Greetings, I
have a Carrier system and I wish to replace the failing thermostat with a smart thermostat. This
is the labeling and wire color matches, yay at both thermostat and the furnace. Both ends use a
4 pin connector thermostat and Furnace Control Board. Lucky me, the Blue C wire is present in
the cabling. Unconnected at both ends, natch. As I understand it, connection at a smart
thermostat in this case is simply, blue wire to the C terminal. In other words, the FCB has a
dedicated terminal, rather than use the screw terminals. I assume the first step is to check
between Com24V and R for voltage. Sound correct? If that is live, would there any reason to
NOT just make the Blue C wire connection there, then connect C wire at the thermostat? I have
the schematic, and I see no other landing point for C. Logically, this makes sense to me. It
seems with my approach, I should be able to do this. I have a white Rodgers 1f thermostat and

have 8 wires. Black not used on original and thermostat worked , brown not used on original
and thermostat worked , blue common , red, yellow, white, orange, green wires what do these
wires connect to please. This is new work and there are no previous wires. I only need heat, no
AC, heat pumps, etc. I just need the furnace to keep us warm. We are 90 miles south of the
Canadian border in MN. By the way; The Honeywell number and the help on the other end barely
speak English. It is NOT customer service, but more like a Joke! Hello I have a ritetemp
thermostat and I am installing a Honeywell basic digital thermo, I followed the instructions
carefully but when I finished I turned on the AC and the heats started to come out.. The
thermostat originally in my old house heat only had 4 wires, 2 of which powered a clock. I
replaced that with a more advanced one 20 years ago by not using the two wires that ran the
clock labeled W and RC. The other two wires are connected to terminals labeled W and R. That
thermostat battery powered and programmable works fine. I want to install a Honeywell Wi-Fi
thermostat. My thermostat is three floors away from my boiler, and so running a new cable is a
significant effort. Great post, very informative. Eased my concerns as a novice DIY who likes to
avoid electrical work. I installed a Nest on an old Lennox furnace. When I removed the old
thermostat, I noticed I did not have a C wire. Question being, am I able to use the Add-a-Wire to
get the C wire connection? You need to by a 24VAC 1A power supply. Connect one wire to C,
the other to RH with the R wire from the heater. This solved my exact same problem. I have one
thermostat that controls my heat and AC. I see that the 24 volt adapter should plug into C and R.
Not sure exactly what to do from there. Could really use some expert advice. This post was
quite helpful when I had to install my ecobee4. My problem was that there was no terminal on
the vintage control board but after a bit of research was able to determine I can just wire into the
blue coming from the 24v transformer. There is a jumper between Rh and Rc. How do I hook up
the Honeywell with no red wire? I purchased a NEST Gen 3 over 12 months ago and tried to get
it to work with just the 2 wires off the heater â€” I had the same problems that everyone on this
thread has mentioned â€” so I packed it away. Last week it got the better of me and I tried again.
Plugged the 24VAC power supply in to the V point, connected the nest, and it automatically
detected the change in power. I have no problems with it at all now. To hide the power supply, I
extended the wires by 2 meters making it 3. Basically duplicates what the furnace would be
sending. The Rh terminal gets used for both power and control. I bought a Simple thermo and
like alot of people here only have two wires, R and W. I ran a 24V power supply by my furnace
and hooked one side into the blue in the wire bundle going to the thermo and the other side in
the RH. It powered up but the heat will not shut off. Just continues to run. Any ideas. I am trying
to install a Nest thermostat. I currently have an old Honeywell, which is powered by 4 AA
batteries. Once I remove the face, I see 5 total wires. The red wire coming out of the wall is not
connected to anything. Any suggestions on where to connect each wire on the Nest? I have 2
thermostats â€” one runs heat, the other airâ€¦. I want to hook up a nest to the air. I have 3 wires
that run the air thermostat â€” white, red greenâ€¦. Afte about 5 hours the nest throws a e error
â€” basically a common wire error which I do not have. Anyone know how I can fix this? I have a
Rheem system with a Rheem series thermostat. I bought a Nest Learning thermostat to
upgrade. My old thermostat has just 2 red wires that are quite thick. I have an old Luxaire
electric furnace from the early 70s. The previous owner added a basic Honeywell digital
thermostat. But I found out the hard way that if the batteries in the thermo die, no more heat and
hence frozen pipes. Why not. I had a c wire hidden in my wall and connected it to the c terminal
on my nest thermostat. I then connected the c wire to the control board on my HVAC unit. How
do I fix this? I have an old mercury switch thermostat and a heat only system. I want to install a
wifi thermostat. I have confirmed I have a 4 wire cable. On the thermostat the blue wire is
connected to the Y terminal. Relay output to fireplace will include parallel switch to maintain
heat source during any power outages. Great posts! I have a boiler for heat and a separate air
handler for AC. I have no C wire. I want to add a 24v power supply so the geo can work as if it
had a C wire. I have an outlet in the closet beind the tstat. My AC has no zones. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main
content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 1 hr and
16 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work
hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at
Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked
screens due to normal use covered for portable products and power surges covered from day
one. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims approved within

minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your covered
product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy
returns. Image Unavailable Image not available for Color:. This fits your. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by
different sellers. Show details. FREE Shipping. Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. White-Rodgers 50A Control Board. Next page. More items to
explore. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Product Dimensions 4.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Goodman BS Board. Compare with similar items.
See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Replaced my "Emerson E"
in about 20 minutes and my heater started working again! At first I was worried I bought the
wrong part because it looked so much different from my control board mine was yellow. My
biggest advice would be to unmount your old board from it's plastic clips with most of the wire
still plugged in, mount your new board onto those plastic clips, then one-by-one start moving
each wire to it's new plug. Also, make sure you have a good source of light I wore a headlamp.
Images in this review. What a disaster. It turned out that we had two separate defective control
boards. The company handled the matter okay, but both boards failed within four hours of
installation. The boards were installed by our HVAC technician. He was probably at our house
six different times trying to determine if there was something major wrong with our furnace,
turned out we had two defective boards. When he called technical support for our Goodman
Furnace he was immediately told that there was a known issue with this specific board. He was
even told which serial numbers of this manufactured item were known to have issues. We finally
because we live in Northern Wisconsin followed the advice of our HVAC installer and ordered a
part through their distributor. Yes, we ended up paying more than twice the price of this board,
but with all of the hassle and service charges, we would've been better off paying the extra
money up-front. I did a lot of research before ordering this board. I was happy that we were able
to return both boards. This new board worked perfectly immediately upon installation. It is laid
out differently and is a different color than the original old is yellow, this one is green , but all
the connections are marked the same as the original. This took about 15 minutes to install. And
it could have been quicker but I went deliberately slow just to be cautious and make sure of the
correct connections. I would recommend you use your cell phone to take several pictures of the
existing board as installed from multiple angles to have and refer back to if necessary. My board
is installed with plastic clips, not screws. This will allow you to turn the original board to
different angles to see the names of the wire connections before removing. Remove and
connect each wire individually from old to new board. Pay close attention to thermostat wires if
you decide to remove all at once, as there may be more than one of the same color, i. That's it! I
originally had an LED indication of 'pressure switch bad' which was causing the inducer motor
to run constantly without any call for heat, but furnace would not come on. The pressure switch
was fine. The problem was the inducer motor relay on the control board was bad. Someone
recommended I tap on the side of the original problematic board and see if any change
happened to the inducer motor running. Sure enough it stopped, then restarted and the relay on
the board began to smoke and burn right in front of me. All that to say; this board works, is very
easy to install without any special skills, and will save you hundreds, if not thousands on calling
in a company to repair. One person found this helpful. I've look on YouTube too try to
troubleshoot why my furnace wouldn't start! Ugh, at first thought it was the Pressure switch
then I thought about it how could it be a pressure switch if the motors not even turning on so I
did some more research and looked on Amazon for other reviews why and yes, yes,, we got
heat!!! Its a very easy task just take some pic,,I didn't even need them I just pulled one wire at a
time,, took me 30 min,,, and save about for service call,, yes,, if you're furnace it not coming on
and you got the three blinks and it's a goodman furnace this is what you need,,,. I had to replace
the old board which was only 2 years old, so we will see how long this one will last. After cross
referencing the part number with a local heating repair company I found this on amazon for half
of what they were offering and decided to give it a shot on my own. The install was very easy,
just take a photo with your phone of how the wires connect and also mark them with tape before
you disconnect the old board. It installs as a direct fit, although the orientation of some of the
connections are a bit different the wires are plenty long. Part was very quick to arrive which was
vital as we were without heat in January. Old board was not sensing the draft motor, and would
error out. Nothing wrong with any of the switches or wiring. Changing this board which was a

slightly updated model worked perfectly. Take a picture of the old wiring before you start, and
make sure that you have a current wiring diagram, as some of the connections are in different
places. I decided to mount the board and move the wires, to it from the old board, but the wires
were so tangled up and messy that I just started over, and cleaned everything up. Very happy
with purchase. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Upgraded to this board to
allow the nest thermostat to function with furnace. Works like a charm after a year. Report
abuse. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Pages with related products. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. HVAC Pros. Fiore Enterprises. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Fan relays are built
to perform quietly, reliably and economically for applications involving: air conditioning,
heating, appliance, Fan control and general purpose switching operates in any position
heavy-duty general purpose relay operates in any position. Skip to main content. Buy new:.
Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free
shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 13 hrs and 31 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Emerson 90 Fan Relay Add a gift receipt for easy returns.
Save with Used - Very Good. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Minor cosmetic imperfection on top,
front or sides of item. Item will come repackaged. See more. Only 1 left in stock - order soon.
Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Emerson 90 Fan Relay 24 Volt Coil, 1.
Visit the Emerson Thermostats Store. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and
well-priced products. Color: 3. Color 3. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by
different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Sold by PartzStop and ships
from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Compare with similar items. Product information Color: 3. No Batteries Required? Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Product guides and documents Warranty [PDF ].
Important information Bulb Voltage 24 volts. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. I hope the picture helps you. I'm adding a photo of the wiring diagram and
a quarter for sizing, since the label is not shown on Amazon. The description leaves us to
search the web for the actual specs. Good price, form factor, and flexible hook-ups.
Performance update: I've use 4 of these for a month and they work fine. I was worried about
chatter noise based on another review, but mine are quiet except the click to change pull in the
contacts. It's likely the power supply of the other reviewer was underpowered and couldn't hold
the contacts in securely. When the contacts are pulled in the unit is a few degrees above
ambient - slightly warmer than surrounding areas. Images in this review. I needed this relay to
make my Ecobee 4 work with the two TT dry contact boiler that I have. I only had three wires to
work with in the wall, so was able to utilize that third wire with this relay in conjunction with an
appropriate 24v transformer. Wire it up according to the schematic and it works perfectly. This
little relay is cheap but quality. I got this to use in tandem with a 24v hardwired transformer to
control my millivolt boiler. After some research, it seemed like the safest way to add a 24v
power supply would be to use a transformer and a relay. Some tutorials claim plugging in the
two transformer wires into the C and Rc ports on the Nest will get it to work which it will but you

run the risk of the Nest sending the 24V of power down to your millivolt system which would not
be good. To get around that, I wired up my transformer then ran the Rh wire to the thermostat
and the W wire from the thermostat to this relay on the control end then back to the transformer
to complete the circuit. Then just plugged in the Red and White wires coming from my boiler
into the controlled side of the relay. Completely eliminated the possibility of the two different
voltages crossing and messing anything up on my ancient heating system. I also ran an
additional wire for the C and Rc ports to provide continuous power but that's not necessary in
this setup, just peace of mind for me. Now that it's been getting cold, this relay has been tested
without a problem. The Nest kicks on to call for heat and the relay gives a reliable click with the
heat kicking on immediately. Just keep in mind this is a physical relay so the click is going to
pretty audible. If you don't want to hear it, put it somewhere tucked away. If you're not a fan, you
can find a solid state relay that should do the same thing. By Cody S. I bought this as an
activation relay for my whole house humidifier project. I have a well water and filters and water
softener it still leaves a ton of white residue and kills pretty much any type of evaporation-based
humidifier in 6 months. So I got a misting humidifier and hooked it up to a reverse osmosis
system. Worked great, except the water pressure after the RO system was not sufficient for high
atomization in this humidifier. So I plugged in a 24 volt booster pump and wanted to use this
relay to activate the pump once the furnace humidifier contact sends 24v. Pump has it's own
power supply and all I wanted was to turn it on once the humidifier kicks in. So I have
connected this relay in series with the humidifier, which is just really a solenoid valve, and it did
not work. Neither the solenoid valve, nor the relay. It turns out that the relay draws so much
current that the voltage drops to 12v. So with another load on the line it just does not close the
contacts. Tried connecting it in parallel to the solenoid valve, the same story, except the
solenoid valve worked and the water was flowing, but the relay never closed. Perhaps I got a
defective one. I made it to work by using this relay to activate both the solenoid valve and the
booster pump, but I had to buy a temperature switch that would activate once the furnace was
hot and close the relay contacts. Less than ideal, since the evaporation humidifiers kick in as
soon as the furnace fan is active and can humidify air even if the furnace is not heating the air.
Useful when you have a wood burning stove and just use the central fan to circulate warm air. I
wish the description would show the current drawn for this relay. I guess it still works, but there
cannot be any other load on the circuit. I even tried a 1. The indoor air circulation fan for my
heat pump would run continuously, even when the compressor and outdoor fan were off. The
indoor fan relay was sticking in the energized position. Since replacing the relay with this one,
the indoor fan turns on and off like it's supposed to. Worked great for my purpose, which was to
activate my humidifier on my furnace. I then went into the Evolution Control advanced settings
and set up the humidifier, which then will activate the HUM and COM with 24v when it calls for
heat, activating the humidifier. Worked like a charm, and lets my Evolution Control control the
humidity based on the outside temp from the outside temp sensor. If you have a different
system or equipment, your application may be different. I bought this relay to use as an
isolation relay when I was installing two ecobee smart thermostats. Wired it up, turned on the
heat and it has been working as expected for the last few months. Excellent price too. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I only need one set as the vacuum uses volts. So
when the first set of relay contacts wear out, I can switch to the second set and not have to
replace the relay until they also fail. I expect this relay will easily outlive me. No issues. Simple
replacement or use to augment your HVAC system. This is a quality part, not a cheap knockoff.
You don't want to risk anything effing up your HVAC controls because they will fail at the worst
possible time, guaranteed. One person found this helpful. You cannot go wrong with this relay I
got this to set up my inline duct fan to come on automatically with the furnace fan. There are
some other more practical and cleaner alternatives out there but you can't beat the price on
this. Report abuse. Saved me a call to repair guys. If you own a heat pump you should have on
hand one of each relays and condensers. Because during a heat or cold snap the repair men are
very busy. The way to test them is printed on them. It was small works as described. Can fit in a
standard receptical box. I used it to switch a gas fireplace on a millivolt system. Customers who
bought this item also bought. Emerson H Universal Ignitor. Pages with related p
rv solar system wiring diagram
nissan2007
saturn fuel pump reset switch
roducts. See and discover other items: ceiling fan parts , emerson thermostat , heating coils ,
ceiling brackets , electronic load , Cooling Coils. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music

Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

